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Beauty

Find heaven on Seven Mile Beach at 
the Westin Grand Cayman’s Hibiscus 
Spa o� ering its newest Face & Body 

Treatments such as HydraFacial, 
Oxygen Infusion Facial, Smooth 
Sculpt for face and body & the 

Herbal Therapeutic Massage Ritual. 
Gift Certificates, Packages and Spa 

Passes for Steam & Sauna and Ladies 
Whirlpool are available.

Natural.
Sophisticated.

Serene.

OPEN DAILY
Sunday – Thursday  9:00am – 7:00pm
Friday & Saturday  9:00am – 8:00pm

345.914.2009  or  345.914.2010
westingrandcayman.com/spa

Nothing leaves you feeling and looking your best than a day at the spa. 

Indeed, heading to one of Cayman’s world-class spas is a must while 

visiting. It’s a wonderful way to enjoy some luxurious pampering and a 

great way to relax and set your mind to “island time.” 

The Westin Grand Cayman Seven Mile Beach Resort and Spa’s purpose-built 

Hibiscus Spa is located along a stunning stretch of Seven Mile Beach and is one 

of Cayman’s most popular and established spas. 

The 7,000 square foot, state-of-the-art space features 13 treatment rooms, 

two steam and sauna rooms, whirlpool and Vichy showers, and a wide range of 

treatments, from facials to massages and everything in-between. 

Treatments such as the Heavenly Caviar Age-Defying Signature Facial or the 

Island Dream Experience are bound to wash away the stresses of day-to-day life. 

Top it off with one of the spa’s signature manicure and pedicure treatments to 

leave you feeling your absolute best. 

SPF is key
Of course, looking and feeling your best doesn’t stop once you head home from 

the spa. Cayman’s residents know that one of the most important aspects to 

staying beautiful is to keep skin protected from the sun’s harmful rays.

While it’s wonderful to feel the sun on your skin, UVA and UVB rays are highly 

damaging. With Cayman’s year-round tropical climate, it’s easy to get burnt, 

whether you’re enjoying a day on the beach or simply browsing the shops, so 

using a daily SPF is a must.

Thankfully, hard-working products using state-of-the-art ingredients can 

protect skin and allow you to enjoy Cayman’s wonderful outdoor lifestyle worry 

free. They are readily available in Cayman, all at fantastic duty-free prices too.

Luxury French brand Clarins offers a wonderful selection of high-quality sun 

protection products in a wide range of formulas, including creams, sprays and 

oils, as does Japanese skincare company Shiseido. 

If you want to protect the skin on your face while covering skin imperfections, 

Dior’s newly released Capture Totale Dreamskin Perfect Skin Cushion is ideal. 

This newly released product blurs imperfections to leave skin flawless while 

protecting skin with a powerful SPF 50. Top it off with Guerlain’s newly released 

Terracotta line, featuring a wonderful selection of bronzing powders for an 

effortless sun kissed glow, all without the damage. 

And, if you have overdone it in the sun, worry not. The Hibiscus Spa’s After 

Sun Ritual Body Treatment will quickly soothe away any damage.

Looking good has never been more effortless. 
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The Westin’s Spa’s Beachside Cabana




